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Introduction 

 

As sometimes happens in my courses, a delegate asks me a question that I have never thought of 
before or they ask me something I might never have done before. This happened a few weeks ago 

when Phonlathep Tangsukkasemsan asked me if I knew how to create a pie chart that I could 
click on to show the data from one slice of the pie as a separate colun chart. I said I have never done 

that but I will look at it. 
 

My Attempt 

 
I researched this topic overnight and came across some deep and detailed discussions on chart 

events … they went on and on and didn’t seem to me to be what Phonlathep was looking for. I 
thought about it and came up with this: 

 

 
 
All I did was to create a Callout containing a simple message that pointed to the slice of the pie 

Phonlatep wanted to change to a column chart, To create the hyperlink 
 

Click on the Callout 
Insert Hyperlink to show this dialogue box 

 

 
 

Click Place in this Document 
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Then click on the Cell Reference/tab on which the column chart is found and in my case I simply used 

A1 as the cell reference on the column tab … A1 might not always be the cell you want to link to and 
you have to work on that 

 
Click OK, click away from the Callout and then again click it to be taken here: 

 

 
 

The cursor is in cell A1 as expected 
I have given the column chart a title that explains the connection to the slice of the pie … feel free to 

use something more general 
I put in a return button in cell A6: a hyperlinked shape that takes us back to the pic chart we just 

came from 

 
That worked: it did the job! 

 
More than one Callout 

 
You can, of course, put two or more Callouts on your pie chart and send the user to two or more 

column or other supporting charts. Use the same technique as I just described but you might want to 

put each graph on its own tab to make the hyperlinks that little bit easier 
 

Phonlathep’s Improvement 
 

Phonlathep asked the question and when he saw my suggestion, he thought about it some more and 

came up with this improvement. 
 

Create the pie chart as before 
Place a shape over the slice of the pie chart you are interested in and resize it 

Create a hyperlink from that shape to your column chart 
Format your shape to have no line and no fill 

It works and it looks good! 

 
I just chose the shape and resized it to fit as perfectly as possible the slice I am working. To do this, 

click on the shape and change its size and shape by using the handles 
 

 

 
 

Becomes the larger bluhe segment you see bottom right of the screenshot beloww, before I finally 
place it over the pie, hyerlinking it and then making it invisible by right clicking the shape and making 

the fill = no fill and the line = no line 

 
You might not get the shape to fit over the slice perfectly but it can be pretty close! 
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Your finished pie chart will look something like this: 

 

 
 

Can you see the shape? No! Click on the large gray slice of the pie, though; and it will work! 
 

Conclusion 

 
That’s something I would never have thought of doing so thanks to Phonlatep for both asking the 

question and for improving my answer. 
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